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RESEARCH ON OPTIMIZATION OF GATE ASSIGNMENT IN HUB AIRPORT
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ABSTRACT

With the rapid development of the national economy and the gradually increasing attention of the state to the civil

aviation industry, the throughput of major airports across the country has increased rapidly. Regardless of the

epidemic factors, the civil aviation industry has been in the stage of rapid development. The passenger and cargo

throughput has increased sharply, and the arrival and departure of aircraft has become particularly busy. The

problem of airport congestion is common in many airports, accompanied by a large number of flight delays. In order

to reduce this congestion problem, we need to reasonably allocate very limited gate resources. At present, many

airports have chosen the method of reconstruction and expansion to solve the congestion problem, but this is not the

optimal method. How to maximize the scene operation efficiency, customer satisfaction and airline revenue become

more and more important. Previous studies often focus on a single subject, rarely considering the interests of airlines,

passengers and airports at the same time.

In this paper, the multi-objective model is used to study the gate assignment of hub airport. The multi-

objective model is established based on the objective function of the balance of the occupancy time of the gate, the

shortest average walking time of passengers and the minimum total fuel consumption. The gate assignment is studied

by comprehensively considering the interests of the airport, airlines and passengers. The key of multi-objective model

optimization problem is that each sub objective restricts each other. Therefore, this paper aims to solve the Pareto

optimal solution of the model. Considering the complexity of solving the problem, this paper will use genetic algorithm

to solve it.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, our country national economy to maintain in a rapid and healthy development of the level, the

passengers to pay more attention to service quality in travel, tourism travel demand is increasing, the aviation

transportation industry of our country and the technical precision, service and comfortable journey time is short, the

advantages of constantly improve his position in the four major passenger transport system. As early as 2017,

China's passenger transport capacity exceeded 100 million. In 2019, the actual number of departing flights from

Domestic airports also increased significantly, reaching 4,819,200. By the end of 2019, there were 237 airports on

the Chinese mainland with scheduled departures for passenger transport, and five new airports opened routes

throughout the year. Beijing's Third Airport was officially put into use on September 25, 2019. In 2019, a total of

41 passenger airlines operated flights in mainland China, and domestic airlines operated 4.8754 million flights, an

increase of 5.87 percent compared with last year. The total capacity increased by 7.53 percent from last year to
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87.23 million. In the future, with the continuous improvement of urban residents' income and the evolution and

improvement of consumption structure, China's aviation market demand is expected to be fully released. According to the

airport development plan in 14 to 15, the scale of civil aviation transportation in passenger transportation will be further

expanded by 2025. However, such rapid development also brings great challenges to the resource scheduling and flight

guarantee service of airports.

This rapid development leads to the overloading of domestic airports and the increasing contradiction between

supply and demand of civil aviation transportation. In the face of the shortage of airport site resources, airport expansion

and improvement of airport site resource efficiency are common solutions. However, airport expansion is limited by terrain

and clearance, the lead-time of runway, grandstand expansion is long, and the cost is high, which increases the complexity

of site scheduling. Consequently, promoting the field operation productivity of large airports is the crux of solving the field

resource constraints of airports. For the sake of adapting to the mushroom growth of aviation industry, more scientific

theoretical methods are needed to manage civil aviation resources. Nanjing Lukou International airport is under specified

assumptions. Moreover, we interpret experimental results in detail, which further demonstrate the power and significance

of our model. Finally, our conclusion is presented.

Introduction of Multi-Objective Optimization Model

During actual production, many problems are multi-objective optimization problems. In the process of selecting or solving

solutions, decision makers should consider the influence of multiple objectives comprehensively. For example, in the

production and sales problem, sellers wish to minimize the cost and maximize the profit; in transportation problems, sellers

hope to achieve the largest volume of transportation by the smallest cost. Here listed several characteristics of multi-

objective optimization problem:

(1) The set of schemes cannot be clearly represented by one scheme. Instead, it is represented by decision variables

1 2( , ,..., )nx x x and simplified to a feasible region X ;

(2) Multiple objective functions 1,  ..., pf f are used as the index of decision, and the objective ( 1,  ...,  )if i p is the

function of decision variables. The number of decision variables can be very large, and the relationships between decision

variables and goals are complex.

Usually, multi-objective optimization problems are described as the model below:

1 2min(max) ( ) [ ( ),  ( ),  ...,  ( )]T
pF x f x f x f x （3-1)

. .      ( ) 0,   1,  ...,is t g x i m 

          0,        1,...,jx j n 

Where ( )kf x represents the kst objective function in all p objective functions; if p = 1, the model represents single

objective optimization problem; ( )ig x represents the ist constraints, x represents the vector quantity consists of decision

variables, that is 1 2( ,  ,  ...,  )T
nx x x x .

In general, each sub-objective of multi-objective optimization problem has different dimensions without priorities,
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and sometimes restrict each other, making it almost impossible for multiple objectives to achieve the optimal value at the

same time. In all feasible solutions, the solution which is not inferior to any solution in the feasible solution set is called

non-inferior solution, also known as Pareto optimal solution. The mathematical definition of a non-inferior solution can be

stated as follows:

Assume x X , if there do not exist x X satisfies ( ) ( )F x F x , and there exist at least one i satisfies the strong

inequality ( ) ( )i if x f x , and then it is called the strong non-inferior solution of multi-objective optimization problem. For

'x X : if and only if {1,  2,  ...,  },  ( ') ( )i ii n f x f x   an {1,  2,  ...,  },   ( ') ( )i ii n f x f x   , 'x is superior to x or 'x

dominates x .

Multi-objective optimization problem cannot obtain the optimal solution satisfying each objective at the same

time, but can only obtain a group of non-unique feasible solutions, called non-inferior solution set (Pareto optimal solution

set). The graph constituted by each group of solutions in the set as vectors is called Pareto frontier. For Pareto frontier P, if

there exists 'x , x P  satisfies ( ') ( )i if x f x , 'x is called the solution dominate the Pareto frontier P.

Model Objectives

Among the research results, the researchers mainly conducted the research on parking spot assignment from the

perspectives of passengers and airports. The basic objective of this paper is to increase the efficiency of the use of parking

spaces at airports and make the security personnel have a suitable average labor intensity by taking the time balance of the

parking space as the basic goal. In addition, passenger-walking time is one of the important criteria affecting airport service

level evaluation and airline impression. The taxiing fuel consumption cost of an aircraft is an important part of the total

operating cost of an airline. The layout of the parking lot leads to the difference in taxiing distance between the aircraft

from the parking lot to the runway end, thus resulting in different taxiing fuel consumption of aircraft. Optimization of the

parking lot assignment can reduce taxiing fuel consumption of aircraft and reduce air pollution.

To sum up, this paper considers the interests of airports, passengers and airlines to set up the objective function.

G : Set of available gates

F : Flight set, F= {A, D}

A : Arrival flight set

D : Departure flight set

iS : Time of flight i enters the gate

iE : Time of flight i departs the gate

fic
: Aircraft type of flight i

gkc
: Size of gate k



a
iN : Number of arrival passengers of flight i

d
iN : Number of departure passengers of flight i

m
iN : Number of transfer passengers of flight i

a
kD : Walking distance from the baggage hall to gate k

d
kD : Walking distance from the terminal security checkpoint to gate k

m
kD : Walking distance from gate k to the transfer counter

pV
: Average walking speed of passengers

kp : Gate type

ip : Aircraft type

ikx : Decision variable, when flight    i is assigned to gate  k , 1ikx  , otherwise   0ikx 

,i jZ
: Auxiliary variable, when the flight  i and the flight  j are assigned to the same gate and the flight i is the

predecessor of the flight j , the value is equal to 1, otherwise it is equal to 0

a
kl : Distance from the taxiing end of incoming flight i to gate k

d
kl : Distance of departing flight i from gate k to the end of the runway

iCost : Fuel consumption per taxiing time of flight i at average speed

iV : Average taxiing speed of flight i

Gate utilization rate

In this paper, the basic goal is to balance the occupancy time of parking spaces. This goal can make the use of

parking spaces more balanced, thereby improving the utilization rate, promoting the efficiency of seat allocation, and

making the allocation of gates more secure and orderly.

So the first objective function is shown in Equation (3.2).

2
1Z =min ( ( ) )i i ik

i F k G

E S x
 

  （3-2)

Passenger Satisfaction

The type and layout of the terminal results in variable distances from the gates to the security checkpoints, baggage halls
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and transfer counters in the terminal building. At the same time, it has a direct impact on the movement of passengers in

the terminal building. In the current research results, gate allocation solutions from the passenger's point of view can, to a

certain extent, reduce the distance travelled by passengers and improve airport service levels. From the perspective of

passengers, within the constraints of guaranteeing safe airport operations, the objective function is established based on the

minimum average passenger walking distance during the research period.

,

2

( + )

min
( )

i

a a m m d d
i k i k i k i k

i F k G
a m d

p i f i
i F

x N D N D N D

Z
V N N N

 






 




（3-3)

Fuel Consumption

Since the aircraft will generate a lot of taxiing fuel consumption during the process of take-off taxiing and landing taxiing,

the optimization goal of sending one is mainly to scientifically and rationally plan the path of the aircraft during the taxiing

process.

Under the same taxiing distance, different models have different fuel consumption. For example, small aircraft

has less fuel consumption while large aircraft has more fuel consumption. depends on the type of aircraft used on

flight based on the average fuel consumption per unit taxiing time of that type of aircraft.

3
 

min
a d
k k

i ik
ik G i F

l l
Z Cost x

V 


  （3-4)

Model Constraints

(1) Each flight must be assigned and can only be allocated one stand.

, 1i k
i F

x


 （3-5)

(2) The safety time interval of the same gate. When two flights are allocated to the same gate consecutively, the latter flight

to enter the gate should be later than the time for the previous flight to leave the gate.

,(1 )i i i jS E z U T    （3-6)

(3) The safety time interval between the neighbor gates. That is, for two flights assigned to adjacent gates, pay attention to

the minimum time interval between push-in and push-out to avoid adjacent collisions:

, , 1i j i k j kS S x x    （3-7)

, , 1j j i k j kS E x x    （3-8)

, , 1i j i k j kE E x x    （3-9)

(4) Type matching. Airport gates are of different sizes, and so are aircrafts. Gates are backward compatible, but large

aircrafts are prohibited from entering small seats.



, ( ) 0i k k i
k G

x p p


  （3-10)

A Parallel Genetic Algorithm Based on Adaptive Migration Strategy

Using the parallel genetic algorithm, although it can speed up the solving speed and avoid falling into prematurity to a

certain extent, there are still some shortcomings. Firstly, the individual similarity in a population was determined, and the

formula of individual similarity was set as follows:

num

num
2=1

0

fitness( )

( )= [ fitness( )]
num

i
i

j
j

X

I P X





 （4-2)

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a multi-objective model for civil airport gate assignment problem. A parallel genetic

algorithm. The basic objective of this paper is to increase the efficiency of the use of parking spaces at airports and make

the security personnel have a suitable average labor intensity by taking the time balance of the parking space as the basic

goal.. In addition, passenger-walking time is one of the important criteria affecting airport service level evaluation and

airline impression.
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